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1 Introduction 

This document, Standard Procedures for Checking Timber Measurement and Timber 

Reporting, describes VMK’s1 overall regulatory framework for checks. The standards are 

adopted by the VMK Board. A measuring company that follows the regulatory framework set 

up by the parties in Swedish Regulations for Timber Measurement (which include Standard 

Procedures for Checking Timber Measurement and Timber Reporting) may apply for 

authorisation and assessment by VMK. The various Biometria instructions are described in 

section 2 of the document General information regarding Biometria’s instructions for timber 

measurement2. 

 

The regulatory framework for the sector is based on the requirements stipulated in the Swedish 

Timber Measurement Act and the regulatory documents issued by the Swedish Forest Agency. 

A measuring company must check and monitor its measurement activities, thereby ensuring 

compliance with statutory requirements. Authorised measuring companies must use 

measurement checks and other monitoring procedures to ensure uniform interpretation and 

application of measurement regulations, guidelines for checks, and other measurement 

provisions. 

 

This document governs the work when VMK reviews Biometria and VMK-authorised 

measuring companies. The document may also be used as a guide by other measuring companies 

with the ambition to perform timber measurement in accordance with the sector standard 

(Swedish Regulations for Timber Measurement).  

1.1 Types of checks 

An authorised measuring company must carry out the following types of internal checks: 

 

• Checks of competency and internal calibration measurements 

• Checks of measurement equipment 

• Checks of original measurements 

• Checks of calculations and data processing up to the point where measurement results 

reach the party concerned. 

 

An authorised measuring company must also allow the relevant parties to request measurement 

checks of individual consignments (‘requested check’ and ‘requested remeasurement using 

photos’). See sections 8 and 9. 

2 Checks of competency and internal calibration 
measurements 

2.1 Original measurement 

Log scalers (measurement officials) who wish to perform measurements of timber that will form 

the basis of a commercial transaction must have completed a theory and practical competency 

 

 

 
1 Virkesmätningskontroll VMK ekonomisk förening. See www.virkesmatningskontroll.se. 
2 See www.biometria.se. 

 

http://www.virkesmatningskontroll.se/
http://www.biometria.se/
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test for the assortment concerned and the measurement method before they are authorised to 

measure timber. 

 

To maintain and improve the quality of measurement work, the measuring company must 

continually review the ability of log scalers to apply applicable measurement procedures and 

provisions. This competency check can involve analysis of results from the scaler’s original 

measurements, and in-service training where the scaler measures timber units with verified 

measurement values. The competency check also includes maintenance and use of measurement 

equipment. Written procedures regarding competency checks must be available at the 

measuring company. 

2.2 Checks of measurement and internal calibration measurements 

To ensure accuracy in check measurements and uniform application of measurement 

regulations, internal calibration measurements are performed annually for the measuring 

company’s quality assurance manager/check scaler. The calibration measurements can be 

instructive and take the form of training exercises, or as comparative measurements with the 

possibility to identify and thereby prevent differences in check measurements. Written 

procedures regarding internal calibration measurements must be available at the measuring 

company. 

 

The results from the calibration measurements are to be submitted to VMK, and are used to 

ensure an appropriate method for checking measurements and for calculating the accuracy of 

the method. The results can also be used as support for changes to instructions, development of 

work procedures, and measurement methods. 
 

3 Checks of measurement equipment 

3.1 Approval of measurement equipment 

Measurement equipment used by a VMK-authorised measuring company and Biometria, with 

the exception of hand-held equipment without electronics, must be type approved by VMK (or 

an organisation body accredited by Swedac). The installation of fixed equipment must be 

approved.  

 

3.2 Daily inspection and periodic checks 

Procedures for daily inspection and periodic checks must be described in instructions for 

measurement checks. All measurement equipment, including equipment without electronics, 

must be individually marked and calibrated against traceable measurement norms, and must be 

checked periodically. The results must be documented and saved for at least two years. 

Exceptions can be made for simple equipment, for example equipment used for assessing 

quality properties. 

3.3 Responsibilities of the measurement site owner / logbook 

The measurement site owner is responsible for ensuring the suppliers of equipment meet 

specific requirements. The measurement site owner is responsible for ensuring that a service 

plan for the facility be drawn up, and that measures taken concerning equipment/systems/facility 

are recorded in a logbook, regardless of who has carried out or ordered the measure. The 

measurement site owner must check that information regarding procedures involving 

measurement equipment or the measurement facility in general has reached the measuring 

company, and ensure that a consequence assessment is carried out. The logbook should 
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preferably be online, with reading authorisation for the measurement site owner, the measuring 

company, and the supplier of the equipment. 

4 Checks of original measurements 

4.1 Purpose 

The purposes of checks of original measurements are to: 

 

• calculate, per check population, the systematic deviation and standard deviation 

(temporary deviation for individual timber unit) of the original measurement; 

• calculate, per measurement method and chosen aggregation level, the batchwise 

deviation in terms of quantity and value; 

• provide data for assessing the competency of the log scaler, and use the data for in-

service training (see section 2): and 

• serve as an instrument for detecting errors that can affect measurement. 

 

4.2 Method of checking 

Swedish measurement regulations describe how to check an original measurement for each 

measurement method. Principles for assessing the accuracy of the original measurement are: 

 

1. Check measurements must be performed using the same measurement method as that 

used in the original measurement, or a more accurate method. 

2. If the same type of measurement can be performed with different methods and/or 

measurement technology, the check measurement must be performed in such a way that 

it is equivalent and independent of the method or technology used in the original 

measurement. For example, one method/technology can be used as a reference for 

others. In cases where a measurement type is checked in different ways, it must be 

ensured that there is no systematic difference between them.  

 

A checking method is to be comprehensive, stable, and uniform, which means that the results 

of a measurement check must not display systematic variation between repeated measurements, 

between times, between areas, or between measurement sites. The accuracy of the checking 

method must be documented. 

 

If the measurement includes conversion figures and/or involves unit conversion rates, e.g. log-

by-log measurement that is converted from m3to to m3sub or stacks that are converted from 

gross weight to m3sub, the check measurement must be designed as a direct check measurement 

of the converted/unit conversion quantity.  

 

4.3 Procedure 

A check of an original measurement must normally be based on a random sample of timber 

units, and involve the entire target population. ‘Timber unit’ means a unit of timber with a 

unique identity that is measured, e.g. log, stack, or loose volume in a container. For these 

selected timber units, the results of the original measurement are compared with the results of a 

measurement check. Where a random sample of timber units cannot be applied, it should still 

be possible to assess measurement accuracy on the basis of knowledge about the sources of 

error in the measurement. 
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The result of the check is to be reported per check population. ‘Check populations’ are created 

by dividing the original measurement into groups according to measurement method and 

assortment or assortment group. Measurement at each measurement site or group of sites 

comprises the check population. A group of measurement sites must have similar measurement 

conditions, equipment, and timber origin. 

 

The following apply when original measurements are to be checked: 

 

1. Timber measurements are to be checked by specially appointed persons (check scalers) 

with comprehensive knowledge of the relevant measurement method and equipment.  

2. If both original measurement and check measurement involve elements that can be 

influenced by the actions of the scaler, the two measurements may not be performed by 

the same person.  

3. Measurement officials whose task it is to check an original measurement must 

participate in internal calibration measurements in accordance with section 2.2. 

4. An original measurement must not be influenced by the type of timber unit that will be, 

or has been, the subject of measurement checks. The scaler who performed the original 

measurement may therefore not know whether the measured timber unit is part of the 

check population. 

5. The number of checked timber units per check population and year is to be planned so 

that the systematic deviation compared with checks can be determined with a maximum 

standard error of 1% for gross quantity and 1.5% for value. However, the number of 

checked timber units should not be less than 30 per check population.  

6. Every timber unit in a check population must have documented probability of being 

selected for check scaling. The sample may be stratified, for example in terms of 

quantity and quality, providing that the applied stratification is taken into account when 

calculating the results of checks and that there is sufficient data to estimate the accuracy 

by batch. 

7. Any loss of checked timber units is to be recorded. 

8. The check must be so designed that, each year, the accuracy of measurement can be 

calculated at batch level for each measurement method and chosen aggregation level. 

9. The check is to be performed on timber as seen. 

 

4.4 Minimum and target levels for measurement quality 

Minimum level is the lowest level that the scaling is expected to reach, i.e. the level of 

acceptance. If a scaler or measurement site does not reach the minimum level, special measures 

must be taken to improve scaling quality. This must include an analysis of causes and an action 

plan. 

 

Target level (level of ambition) is a measure that will visualise improvement in quality, with 

the aim of improving measurement for both individual scalers and the measurement site. An 

aim for continual improvement is to be a natural method of working within the measuring 

company. 

 

Minimum and target levels for scalers and measurement sites are adopted by the VMK-

authorised measuring company, and are based on the content of the VMK document, Guidelines 

for VMK Assessment of Timber Measurement Quality by VMK-Authorised Measuring 

Companies, which is available at: www.virkesmätningskontroll.se. 

 
 

http://www.virkesmätningskontroll.se/
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5 Checks of reporting 

The measuring company must ensure the quality of reporting, by performing the checks deemed 

necessary to ensure accurate timber reporting. 

 

The checking procedure must be applied before and after changes in software or hardware in 

measurement equipment and reporting systems. The checking procedure must be performed in 

a way that ensures the flow of a measurement through the reporting process in terms of quantity 

and quality of the timber. 

 

The checks must  be carried out at least every other month for each measurement method and 

assortment group. 

 

Results of checks of reporting are submitted to VMK as described in sections 7.2.1. and 7.2.2. 

6 VMK’s harmonised check measurements 

The authorised measuring companies must apply the Swedish Forest Agency regulations and 

the Swedish regulatory framework of Biometria and VMK in a standard manner. Authorised 

measuring companies must participate in VMK’s harmonised check measurements of 

pulpwood. Check scalers/quality assurance managers from Biometria also participate in these 

exercises. The overall aim of the exercises is to ensure uniform checks of timber measurement 

procedures and application of measurement regulations. This is to ensure that assessment of 

measurement quality is comparable and standard for all authorised measuring companies and 

Biometria. 

7 Reporting of results from check measurement 
procedures 

The reporting concerns all types of checks, i.e. 

 

• Checks of competency and internal calibration measurements 

• Checks of measurement equipment 

• Checks of original measurements 

• Requested checks and, where relevant, requested remeasurements using photos 

• Checks of reporting 

7.1 Processing 

7.1.1 Deviations: value/net volume 

Value deviation and net volume deviation are used to assess the measurement and to create 

performance indicators comparable between authorised measuring companies and between 

measurement sites3. 

 

 

 

 
3 The alternative would be to use relative price lists, but as reject pulpwood usually has no value, net volume 

deviation gives the same result as value deviation. Since the introduction of quality grading into Prima/Sekunda 

classes, VMK’s relative price list is used to assess value deviations. 
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7.1.2 Analysis 

Measurements checks are to be processed and reported to enable analysis of the measurement 

result. Systematic deviations are calculated per check population. The sampling procedure 

applied for the checked timber units must be taken into account in the calculations, so that every 

constituent part of the check population exerts an effect corresponding to its total quantity and 

value. 

 

Uncertainties in measurement are to be reported as a standard deviation of the deviations, and 

as a standard error for the systematic deviation for both quantity and value. 

 

Statistical calculations for measurement checks are described in Biometria’s checks of timber 

measurement (section 7). 

7.2 Reporting of measurement checks to VMK 

Timber measuring companies authorised by VMK must submit the results of measurement 

checks to VMK according to the specification below. The authorised measuring company 

decides on other reporting and distribution of the results of checks. 

7.2.1 Continual reporting 

The results of checks for each individual measurement site or group of measurement sites must 

be submitted to VMK on request. 

 

Incidents that seriously affected the measurement and/or reporting (excl. price changes) must 

be reported to VMK as soon as possible. The report is to include details of the incident, and 

measures taken and planned. 

7.2.2 Annual reporting  

The report is to cover the immediately preceding calendar year, and must be submitted to VMK 

no later than 14 February. The report is to contain the following: 

 

1. Description of the checking activities, including all applicable points in the standards 

for checks. 

a. Summary of the main results. 

b. Comments on the results. 

2. The authorised measuring company’s own minimum and target levels for measurement 

accuracy. 

3. Description of the improvement measures implemented during the year. 

4. Description of incidents that seriously affected the measurement and reporting at 

individual measurement sites or groups of measurement sites. 

 

Results of checks of competency and internal calibration measurements 

The report must contain: 1) A description of the scope of the activity, and 2) A summary of 

the results. 

 

Results of checks of measurement equipment 

The report must contain: 1) A description of the scope of the activity, and 2) A summary of 

the results. 
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Results of check of original measurement 

The results of checks for the authorised measuring company, both aggregated and divided into 

measurement sites or groups of measurement sites, are to be submitted according to main 

assortment (e.g. saw timber, pulpwood, energy wood) and tree species. Gross quantity, net 

quantity, quality value, and relative value are to be reported as follows: 

1. Number of checked timber units. 

2. Systematic deviation between the original scale and check scale, expressed as a 

percentage of the average quantity/value shown in the check scale. 

3. Standard deviation for the deviations and standard error for the systematic deviation, 

expressed as a percentage of the average quantity/value shown in the check scale. 

4. Accuracy percentage in quality assessment. 

5. Loss of checked timber units Where losses exceed 6% of the total number of units, the 

two most common reasons for loss are to be stated. 

6. Summary of results from requested checks. 

7. Batchwise accuracy (gross quantity per measurement method and chosen aggregation 

level). 

 

Results regarding checks of reporting 

Results of checks of reporting by the authorised measuring company are to be submitted as 

follows: 

1. Scope and description of checking procedures (according to section 5) and compilation 

of results from these.  

2. A compilation of significant errors in production concerning reporting of the quantity 

and/or quality of the raw material. 

3. Description of how the measuring company has ensured that the timber is measured by 

the right parties. 

4. Description of how corrections are handled in everyday production and corrections of 

timber reporting. 

 

 

8 Check requested by a party (‘requested check’) 

8.1 Background 

A requested check is a way of complaining about a measurement. The official with particular 

responsibility and authorisation for monitoring and checking measurement is called the check 

scaler. 

 

All parties affected by the results of original scales  may submit a request for a check to 

Virkesmätningskontroll VMK ekonomisk förening. The party requesting the check must state 

their role (supplier, salesperson, buyer, transporter, or harvesting contractor4) in the contract to 

which the check applies. The party submitting the request must also state the basis of the 

requested check scaling (gross quantity, net quantity5, timber value, or measurement refusal). 

 

 

 
4 Contractors who carry out harvesting and/or forwarding. 
5 Net quantity = Gross quantity – (rejects + deductions). 
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VMK provides a template for a requested check, available from 

www.virkesmatningskontroll.se. 

 

When determining value, the price list applying to the original measurement in the first stage of 

the transaction is to be used. 

 

If the requested check relates to value or net quantity, the following applies: 

 

1. If the original measurement concerned timber loaded on a vehicle, the checked timber 

unit is the entire load or, in co-loading, the part of the load that comes from one 

supplier (one assortment, usually identified through one reporting number, called the 

consignment). 

2. In co-loading, part of the split stack or split loose volume is excluded from the checked 

timber unit. 

 

If the transporter has requested a check of data used as a basis for transport payment, the 

measurement check involves gross quantity, and the checked timber unit is the entire vehicle 

load 

 

The measuring company must have procedures in place to carry out requested checks of its 

measurement assignments. When a check is requested and performed prior to the original 

scaling (advance check), the measuring company must actively ensure that the scaler carrying 

out the original scale is unaware of the advance check request before the original scale is 

completed.  

 

One condition for a measurement check is that the timber must be accessible for scaling and 

separated from other timber. A party requesting a check must make the request in writing and 

submit it to info@virkesmatningskontroll.se. The written request must show who has requested 

the check and the load or consignment to which the check applies. If the timber is measured at 

a mill or under equivalent conditions (e.g. delivery check for subsequent photo-based 

measurement), the check must be requested before the timber is unloaded. The timber must be 

unloaded at or adjacent to the delivery point. From the time of the request for a check until the 

timber is unloaded, the timber (vehicle) must be under the surveillance of the measuring 

company. The request for a measurement check is submitted to VMK, which administers the 

check. This involves appointing the check scaler, analysing the results, and forwarding these to 

the parties concerned. 

 

In Appendix 1, four special cases of requested checks are described in more detail. 

 

Generally, for roundwood in a conversion population6, a check can only be requested and 

carried out on scaling performed in the first stage (the simple measurement). For conversion 

populations where gross and net conversion figures are determined in advance, the check can 

apply to both quantity and value. For conversion populations where the value is not determined 

until measurements for the conversion population are completed, the check only applies to 

quantity. 

 

 

 
6 The procedure whereby roundwood that, after harvest and measurement of a sample, is converted as a 

population, e.g. in autumn 2020, occurs at measuring sites in measurement of deciduous pulpwood in northern 

Sweden. 

http://www.virkesmatningskontroll.se/
mailto:info@virkesmatningskontroll.se
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The above paragraph does not mean that only transporters and logging contractors can request 

a check; all relevant parties can request a check even if the check only applies to quantity. 

 

In a requested check of harvester measurements that are to form the basis of a commercial 

transaction, where Biometria is the measurement company, the following applies: 

• The check must concern quantity or value 

• The smallest unit for checking is eight stems 

• One condition is that at least eight standing trees are available for measurement. 

• The request must state the timber batch to which the check applies. 

8.2 Procedure 

In a measurement check, the quantity and quality of the timber is to be assessed as seen. Any 

changes in timber properties that are deemed to have occurred after the original measurement 

must be stated in the results report.  

 

Parties affected by the requested check may attend the proceedings, in normal cases one person 

per party. VMK informs the parties involved as soon as possible about the time and place of the 

measurement check. The methods for checking stated in the relevant measurement regulation 

are to be applied. 

 

In the check, the same measurement unit as in the original scale must be used. For example, 

stack-measured saw timber/standard length measured in m3sub, should be top-/butt-measured 

to obtain a comparable volume. Conversion figures may not be used in a requested check. For 

conversion populations where the population is limited (boat and train populations) the rules 

shown in Appendix 1 apply. 

 

The following section describes how the requested check is to be performed for original scales 

as shown in Table 1 in section 8.3. 

 

Check of log-by-log measurement or stack measurement (A-B in Table 1) 

Log-by-log or stack measurements are checked through log-by-log measurement. A requested 

check is performed by two check scalers working in collaboration. The principal check scaler 

will be from another part of the measuring company (or other VMK-authorised measuring 

company) and will be appointed by VMK. The second check scaler is the local check scaler, 

who ensures that any site-specific regulations are applied. 

 

For timber that is sorted in connection with log-by-log measurement (the most common 

procedure at sawmills), the requested check must be carried out as advance measurement. 

 

In checks of stack measurement, the stacks must be kept separate so that analyses can be 

performed both per stack and totalled for the consignment. For requested checks in subsequent 

measurement in conjunction with photo-based measurement, the request must be submitted 

before delivery or in connection with the delivery check. In this case, instructions relating to 

advance check in Section 8.1 apply. 

 

Weighed consignment, raw weight (C in Table 1) 

A requested check must concern the entire vehicle, i.e. the load must be the only consignment 

on the vehicle. A check may be be requested either after a load weight has been recorded or in 

the form of an advance check. A check may be requested even when the unladen weight of the 
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vehicle is established through random weighing. Check weighing must take place on a 

weighbridge operating in accordance with Guidelines for Checks and Maintenance of Static 

Weighbridges, and that are displayed in immediate proximity to the weighbridge on which the 

weighing that will form the basis of a commercial transaction takes place. No reloading is 

permitted between the weighing procedures. 

 

In an advance check, the check scaler must participate. A check that is requested after the 

commercial weighing may be carried out by officials from the measuring company without 

contacting VMK. The request and the results from the check are then sent to VMK. VMK 

decides in consultation with the measurement site manager whether the requested check has 

been performed in accordance with given conditions. 

 

Assessment of dry content of comminuted material (D-E in Table 1) 

A requested check of dry content assessment of comminuted material (wood fuel, cellulose 

chips, sawdust, etc) involves a new assessment of dry content. The request can concern 1) 

checks requested in advance7, 2) requests made directly after the original measurement. 

 

1) In the case of check requested in advance, the scaler (as usual) must not be aware of the 

request for the check. In such cases, a check scaler takes the samples for checking after 

the normal sampling. 

 

2) When a request for a check is made immediately after the original measurement, the 

check samples may be taken by the scaler who, manually or using mechanical 

equipment, carried out the original measurement. This is on condition that the scaler 

who carried out the original measurement is very familiar with the procedure regarding 

requested check. In this form of requested check, the raw weights of the samples must 

be sent to VMK (info@virkesmatningskontroll.se) together with the request for a check. 

 

The requested check must comprise ten separate samples taken in a systematic way and that 

represent the entire consignment. In normal cases, the samples may be taken from a pile tipped 

from a vehicle. 

 

The dry content of the samples must be assessed separately using a drying cabinet. The dry 

weight of the material must be determined immediately after the samples have been taken. The 

check scaler must determine the dry weight. In the weighing, the check scaler must compile the 

previous month’s results from daily inspection of the drying cabinet in question, and enclose 

these in the report to VMK. Dry content is calculated as the arithmetic average of the check 

samples. Weights deriving from laboratory scales are to be shown to at least one decimal place. 

 

The weight of the original measurement for the consignment is used to determine the 

consignment quantity, and to determine the payment obligation according to Table 1. 

 

Loose-volume measurement (F in Table 1) 

A requested check of loose-volume measurement must be submitted in advance, but may only 

be performed after the original measurement. The consignment to which the check applies may 

comprise one or more containers. The check must be performed by a check scaler with specialist 

knowledge of levelling the content of containers. The check involves: 

 

 

 
7 At least one week in advance. 

mailto:info@virkesmatningskontroll.se
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1. Check of measured load level, which is performed as measurements based on a pre-

determined point pattern, where the distance between the material in the container and 

the reference level is determined for each point. The measurements are taken using a 

laser distance meter specially adapted for loose-volume measurement. The check result 

comprises the arithmetic average of the measurements. 

2. Check of measurements of length and width after levelling. To measure these, the 

container(s) must be unloaded. Measurements must be taken in accordance with 

Biometria’s instruction for checks of loose-volume measurement. 

 

Fraction determination/screening (G in Table 1) 

Fraction determination/screening is a type of grading of comminuted material, such as cellulose 

chips. A requested check is performed as a new analysis of removed samples. In accordance 

with Biometria’s Instruction for Grading of Cellulose Chips, screened samples must be stored 

for at least a week in a sealed plastic bag or a bucket with a tightly sealing lid. In screening, 

removed bark and rotten wood must be stored in special plastic bags together with the sample.  

 

After a request for a check of screening, the check must be carried out as soon as possible, to 

minimise changes in the sample caused by drying, and because of the risk of development of 

dangerous mould. The sample in question must be sent to Biometria’s ‘reference screen’ in 

Falun, and the screening must be done by the official who operates the reference screen. Weights 

from laboratory scales are to be shown to at least one decimal place. 

 

Harvester measurement to form the basis of a commercial transaction (H in Table 1) 

The requested check must be carried out by a quality engineer/harvester auditor. VMK calls the 

parties concerned to a check measurement process. In check measurements, the same provisions 

as in the original measurement of the timber unit are to be applied. In measurement checks, the 

timber is to be assessed as seen. 

 

Measurement refusal (J in Table 1) 

A requested check of a measurement refusal may concern, for example, a consignment of saw 

timber. The timber in question must then be unloaded at the measurement site/delivery terminal, 

so that the check scaler can inspect/measure the timber. If measurement refusal concerns 

freshness/blue stain, the inspection must take place within 48 hours, with the inspection only of 

the timber that is the subject of the measurement refusal. In normal cases, a consignment with 

a different reason for measurement refusal must be checked by two check scalers. Photos of the 

timber unit must be sent to VMK. 

8.3 Revision of measurement results and payment of costs 

The result of the check is to be reported to the parties concerned, in a way that clearly shows 

the difference between original measurement and check measurement. The result of the check 

measurement will apply, regardless of the scale of deviation from the original measurement, 

and regardless of the reason for the requested check8. This principle also applies when the check 

concerns a sample unit. 

 

 

 

 
8 In cases of, for example, measurement refusal, deviations from this may be needed. 
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If the difference (+/-) between the results9 obtained by the original measurement and the check 

measurement, expressed as a percentage of the check measurement, is less than the percentage 

figures given below for each measurement method, the party requesting the check will pay some 

of the cost of this, according to the amount shown on the VMK website 

(www.virkesmatningskontroll.se)10. If the deviation is equal to or greater than the percentage 

figures stated, the entire cost of the check is to be paid by the measuring company. In cases 

where the check takes place at a terminal or close to a mill or plant, the buyer pays any costs for 

placing of timber, etc.11  

 

In cases where the deviation is greater than the limit for payment obligation in a requested check 

of harvester measurement that will be used in a commercial transaction, the parties may agree 

whether the batch will be measured with the harvester method or other methods. 

Table 1.  

  Limit for payment obligation, % of  

 Method used in original 

measurement 

Gross 

quantity  

Net 

quantity 
Value 

A Log-by-log measurement 3 4 5 

B Stack measurement1) 5 6 7  

C Weighed consignment, raw weight 1 ---- 1 

D Weighing, dry content (assessment 

of DC of cellulose chips, sawdust. 

and dry chips) 

3 ---- 3 

E Weighing, dry content (assessment 

of DC, other) 
5 ---- 5 

F Loose-volume measurement 4 ---- 4 

G Fraction determination/screening ---- ---- Correct reject2 

H 
Harvester measurement for 

commercial transaction 
5 ---- 7 

J Measurement refusal ---- ---- 

Correct 

measurement 

refusal3 
1) Stack measurements include the methods and combinations of methods used to determine the solid volume of 

roundwood in stacks. 
2) If the request does not concern rejects, the limit is 2.5%. 
3) Correct measurement refusal of all the stacks in the requested check. 

 

For other methods, the limit for payment obligation will be a standard deviation according to 

the expected precision of the measurement, in terms of the quantity that the requested check 

concerns. VMK sets the limits that will apply in accordance with this. Where the measurement 

concerns value, two percentage points are added to the limit set for the gross quantity. 

 

The limit for payment obligation depends on the basis of the requested check (gross quantity, 

net quantity, value, reject, or measurement refusal). 

  

 

 

 
9 Results are presented as a percentage to one decimal place, and rounded according to Swedish Standard, rule B. 
10 As of 1 December 2020, the cost is SEK 5000 excl. VAT. 
11 In cases where advance checks are performed in conjunction with felling in the forest, the seller/requesting 

party pays any costs for placing timber, etc. 

http://www.virkesmatningskontroll.se/
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9 Requested remeasurements using photos 

9.1 Background 

The purpose of a requested remeasurement after a known measurement result is to serve as a 

complaint regarding the original measurement. Requested remeasurement is a complement to a 

requested check of a photo-based measurement (see section 8) and has certain similarities to a 

requested check. 

 

A requested remeasurement can only apply to stack measurement performed at a measurement 

site with remote measurement equipment. All parties affected by the results of an original 

measurement (where a requested check has not been carried out) may subsequently submit a 

request for remeasurement at Virkesmätningskontroll VMK ekonomisk förening. The person 

requesting the check must state their role (supplier, salesperson, buyer, transporter, or harvesting 

contractor12) in the contract to which the remeasurement applies. The party submitting the 

request must also state the basis of the requested check scaling (gross quantity, net quantity13, 

timber value, or measurement refusal).  

 

The request is submitted to VMK (info@virkesmatningskontroll.se) which administers the 

remeasurement. This involves appointing the check scaler, inviting concerned parties 

(according to Viol), compiling the results, and forwarding these to the parties involved. VMK 

provides a template for requesting a remeasurement, available from 

www.virkesmatningkontroll.se. A request for remeasurement must be received no later than 45 

days from the date of the original report. 

 

When determining value, the price list applying to the original measurement in the first stage of 

the transaction is to be used. 

 

If the request concerns value or net quantity, the remeasurement applies to the entire 

consignment or, in co-loading, the part of the load that comes from one supplier (one assortment, 

usually identified through one reporting number, called the consignment). The consignment 

must comprise at least two whole stacks. 

 

If the transporter has requested a check of data used for transport payment, the remeasurement 

relates to gross quantity, and the entire vehicle load is remeasured. 

 

For timber in a conversion population, the same conditions apply as shown in section 8.1. 

9.2 Procedure 

A requested remeasurement is carried out by three other scalers with good experience of the 

same measurement conditions (assortment, measurement equipment, and timber origin). The 

scalers measure the relevant stacks on the stored photos. This is done without them knowing the 

result of the original measurement. Extra care should be taken to check other factors that could 

influence the measurement, such as calibration settings and the recorded bank width.  The result 

comprises the average of the three remeasurements. Where applicable, the same gross and net 

conversion figures should be used in requested remeasurement as in the original measurement.  

 

 

 
12 Contractors who carry out harvesting and/or forwarding. 
13 Net quantity = Gross quantity – (rejects + deductions). 

mailto:info@virkesmatningskontroll.se
http://www.virkesmatningkontroll.se/
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VMK appoints the scalers and immediately informs the parties concerned about the time and 

place of the remeasurement.  

9.3 Revision of measurement results and cost of remeasurement 

The result of the remeasurement is to be reported to the parties concerned, in a way that clearly 

shows the difference between original measurement and remeasurement. The result of the 

remeasurement will apply, regardless of the scale of deviation from the original measurement, 

and regardless of the grounds for the requested remeasurement. 

 

If the difference (+/-) between the results14 of the original measurement and the remeasurement, 

expressed as a percentage of the remeasurement result, is less than the percentage figures given 

below, the party requesting the remeasurement will pay part of the cost of this, according to the 

amount shown on the VMK website  (www.virkesmatningskontroll.se)15. If the deviation is 

equal to or greater than the percentage figures stated, the entire cost of the remeasurement is to 

be paid by the measuring company. 

 

Method used in 

original 

measurement 

Limit for payment obligation, % of  

Gross quantity  Net quantity Value 

Stack 

measurement1) 

6 7  8  

Measurement 

refusal 
---- ---- 

Correct measurement 

refusal2 
1) Stack measurement includes the methods and combinations of methods used to determine the solid 

volume of roundwood in stacks. 
2) Correct measurement refusal of all the stacks in the requested remeasurement. 

 

Limit for payment obligation depends on the basis of the requested check (gross quantity, net 

quantity, value, reject, or measurement refusal). 

  

 

 

 
14 Results are presented as a percentage to one decimal place, and rounded according to Swedish Standard, rule 

B. 
15 As of 1 December 2020, the cost is SEK 3000 excl. VAT. 

http://www.virkesmatningskontroll.se/
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10     Revision history 

1 Jan 2019 Page 1 and the last page changed as a result of the formation of Biometria. VMK 

25 June 2019 Changes in section 8 on requested checks and in section 9 on requested 

remeasurement using photos. 

VMK 

1 Jan 2021 VMK’s and Biometria’s Standard Procedures for Checking Timber 

Measurements and Timber Reporting divided into two documents: VMK’s 

Standard Procedures for Checking Timber Measurements and Timber 

Reporting and Biometria’s Checks of Timber Measurement. 

A number of changes in sections 1-7, and because VMK partly follows 

Biometria’s Checks of Timber Measurement. 

Section on requested checks and requested remeasurements using photos 

somewhat revised/clarified. Parts of Appendix 2 moved to section 8. 

Requested remeasurements using photos: Split-stack permitted, but 

requirement for at least two whole stacks. A request for remeasurement 

must be received no later than 45 (previously 40) days from the date of the 

original report. 

VMK 
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Appendix 1. More details about requested checks 
 

Boat load 
 

If a party is dissatisfied with the measurement at a delivery point for measurement of boat loads, 

space can be made available at the site to accommodate requests for check measurements. 

 

Alternative  A: Batch (vessel load or part-load) measured to form the basis of a 

commercial transaction in destination port 

 

1. A requested check may apply to roundwood that is imported by vessel in cases where 

sample measurement is applied. 

2. The parties must then agree, regardless of measurement method and conversion 

population size, to always extract at least two sample stacks per vessel and 

assortment/tree species. 

3. The requested check concerns the original log-by-log measurements (e.g. sample type 

log-by-log measurement). 

4. In conversion populations for vessels, the measurement result (quantity/value) regarding 

the vessel in question must be adjusted by changing samples for check scaling. 

5. In other (larger) conversion populations, only the samples originating from the vessel in 

question can be adjusted. This will then affect the entire population’s conversion figure. 

In conversion populations of type F, vessel loads are affected for a certain number of 

months ahead. 

6. The check must involve at least two sample stacks and at least 200 logs, so that the 

expected standard error for the deviation between original measurement and check 

measurement is less than 1% for the gross quantity. When possible, the number of logs 

should be increased so that the expected standard error is of the order of 0.5%. 

7. When special storage decay determination (bundle method) is applied, this will also be 

included in the requested check. 

8. The check must be requested in advance (before the sample measurement is complete). 

9. Sample stacks must always be saved until an authorised official from the measuring 

company has authorised removal. This can take place after the last sample from the batch 

(vessel or part-vessel) has been measured. 

10. The check can be carried out before or after the original sample measurement, 

depending on which alternative is the most practically viable. As far as possible, the 

original log scaler should not be informed in advance about the check. 

 

Alternative  B: Batch (vessel load or part-load) measured to form the basis of a commercial 

transaction by a VMK-authorised company in conjunction with loading 

 

A check can be requested after loading (i.e. when the vessel is sailing). A condition for this is 

that a VMK-authorised measurement can be carried out in the destination port. The check 

can/may be performed according to two principles: 

  

1. If sample stacks measured log-by-log are stored in the port of departure, these may be 

checked according to the same rules that apply for measurement for use in a commercial 

transaction in the destination port (see Alternative A above). (The check involves log-

by-log measurement of at least two stacks with a minimum total of 200 logs, etc.). 
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2. If the batch comprises a conversion population for vessels, the entire quantity may be 

remeasured in the destination port. This measurement must be carried out as a 32-

measurement or a 72-measurement, with log-by-log measurement of sample stacks; the 

number of sample stacks must be sufficiently large to be expected to give lower standard 

errors compared with measurement on loading. In a normal case, 10-15 sample stacks is 

sufficient. 

 

Requested check that concerns static vehicle weighbridge 
 

A check may be requested either after a load weight has been recorded or in the form of an 

advance check. However, the possibilities to check the weight of the load, which could be 

expected to provide information for a correct comparison between the two weighing procedures, 

are extremely limited. For example, there is a big risk that the weight of the timber changes 

during transport, handling, or storage. Consequently, in addition to what is stated in section 8, 

the following applies: 

 

1. A check that is requested after the weighing that formed the basis of a commercial 

transaction may be carried out by officials from the measuring company without 

contacting VMK. The request and the results from the check are then sent to VMK. 

2. Check weighing must take place on a weighbridge operating in accordance with these 

guidelines and that is placed in immediate proximity to the weighbridge for the weighing 

that will form the basis of a commercial transaction. This is to minimise the time 

between weighings. 

3. No reloading is permitted between the two weighing procedures. 

4. VMK decides, in consultation with the measurement site manager, whether the 

requested check functions on the basis of given conditions. 

 

Roundwood from rail  consignments where sample measurement is 
applied 
 

A requested check may be applied to roundwood that is transported by rail in cases where 

sample measurement is applied. The requested check concerns the original log-by-log 

measurements (e.g. sample type), and must involve at least two sample stacks. In other (larger) 

conversion populations, only the samples originating from the rail consignment in question can 

be adjusted. This will then affect the entire check population’s conversion figure. In conversion 

populations of type F16, rail consignments are affected for a certain number of months ahead. 

 

The check must be requested in advance (before the sample measurement is complete). The 

check can be carried out before or after the original sample measurement, depending on which 

alternative is the most practically viable; as far as possible, the original scaler should not be 

informed in advance about the check. 

 

Requested check of uncomminuted logging residues and tree parts 
 

Where dry content of uncomminuted logging residues and tree parts is assessed, the entire 

consignment (load) must be chipped and included in the sampling under the supervision of a 

 

 

 
16 Forward conversion population. 
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check scaler. Sampling is then carried out according to the instruction for ‘Manual sampling 

after unloading’17 in the stack(s) containing the material. The check must involve at least six 

samples, where the dry matter check result comprises the average figure for the samples, which 

in turn is compared with the dry content as assessed in the original assessment. Dry matter must 

be assessed by drying the sample in a drying cabinet18. 

  

 

 

 
17 From the Swedish Regulations for Timber Measurement, Determination of Dry Matter Content and Energy 

Content of Forest Raw Material. 
18 See footnote 17. 
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